Multiple choice - one answer (button)

Question 1
Which of the following is NOT considered a fraudulent practice:

- Billing for a prescription that was not dispensed
- Requesting payment for dispensed drug samples
- Removing charges from insurance claims for prescriptions that were not picked up
- Dispensing a generic drug but reporting the brand name on invoices

Points: 0

Multiple choice - one answer (button)

Question 2
Which of the following complaints does not fall under the jurisdiction of the BOP?

- A pharmacist does not adequately counsel a patient
- A pharmacist misfills a prescription
- A pharmacist keeps incomplete records for controlled substances
- A pharmacist refuses to give a customer a price quote

Points: 0

Multiple choice - multiple answers (check)

Question 3
The Uniform Disciplinary Act authorizes the BOP to: (Select all that apply.)

- Deny a pharmacy license to a pharmacist who was suspended in another state
- Initiate criminal proceedings against pharmacists who violate board rules
- Issue subpoenas in connection with a pharmaceutical investigation
- Compel an impaired pharmacist to attend a substance abuse program
- Fine a drug store chain convicted of violating BOP rules

Points: 0

Multiple choice - one answer (button)

Question 4
Which of the following would NOT be actionable as fraud?

Points: 0
Question 4.

- Coordinating your price structure with other independent pharmacies
- Receiving a discount on your building’s rent in exchange for referring patients to the building’s owner
- A health care practitioner other than a pharmacist owning a pharmacy
- Using a billing code for 60 minutes of MTM service when only 30 minutes were provided

Question 5.

By FDA estimates, what percentage of pharmaceuticals in international distribution are counterfeit?

- 10%
- 15%
- 20%
- 25%

Question 6.

After receiving an 85% rating, how much time does a pharmacy have to raise its score to class A rating?

- 14 days
- 30 days
- 60 days
- 90 days

Question 7.

True or False: Under Washington State’s Natural Death Act, an attorney-in-fact can access prescriptions of a principal who is mentally impaired.

- True
- False

Question 8.

Who may witness a directive to withhold or withdraw life-saving treatment under the Washington State Natural Death Act?

- Primary physician
- Spouse
- Father
- Clergy

Question 9.

By FDA estimates, what percentage of pharmaceuticals in international distribution are counterfeit?

- 0

After receiving an 85% rating, how much time does a pharmacy have to raise its score to class A rating?

- 0

True or False: Under Washington State’s Natural Death Act, an attorney-in-fact can access prescriptions of a principal who is mentally impaired.

- 0

Who may witness a directive to withhold or withdraw life-saving treatment under the Washington State Natural Death Act?

- 0

What must be true about pharmacies in the state of WA? (Select all that apply.)
Question 9.

- All pharmacies have undergone at least one inspection by the BOP.
- All pharmacies have an electronic record keeping system.
- All pharmacies are able to receive prescriptions at any time of the day.
- All pharmacies have a qualified Pharmacy Manager.

Question 10.

True or False: A pharmacist in WA may consult with drug manufacturers when attempting to determine therapeutic equivalence between drug products.

- True
- False